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The Gold Coast Succulent and Bromeliad Society Inc. gives permission to all 
bromeliad societies to reprint articles in their journals provided proper 

acknowledgment is given to the original author and the Bromlink, and no contrary 
direction is published in the Bromlink. This permission does not apply to any other 

person or organisation without prior permission of the author. 
Opinions expressed in the publication are those of the individual contributors and 

may not necessarily reflect the opinions of the Gold Coast Succulent and Bromeliad 
Society Inc. or of the Editor. 

Authors are responsible for the accuracy of the information in their articles. 
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A big HELLO to our new members 
Joan McLeod, Nigel Patterson, Karen 
Rafter, Denise Storey, Karen Withers 
and Mitch Jones. GCSBS would like 
to welcome you to the society and 
we look forward to getting to know 

you all. 
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www.gcsbs.org.au       
https://www.facebook.com/groups/GCSBS/   
 
 

Gold Coast Succulent & Bromeliad Society Inc. (GCSBS)                                    
PO Box 452, Helensvale Plaza, QLD 4212 

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE  

President John Hodgkinson gcsbs.president@gmail.com 
Ph: 0418 623 202 

Vice President Rosie Kelly gcsbs.vp@gmail.com 

Secretary, Treasurer & 
Membership Enquiries Shane Weston gcsbs.secretary@gmail.com 

Ph: 0408 247 208 

Other Members Suz Baker, Diane Monk, Wendy Perske, 
Graeme Synold, Peter Wright & Noreen Wright 

SUPPORT TEAM  

Bromlink Editors Rosie Kelly & 
Glenn Wilkinson gcsbs.bromlink@gmail.com 

Onsite Meet & Greet Kathleen Henderson & Diane Monk 

Competition Convenor Noreen Wright 

Onsite Sales Coordinator Wendy Perske     

Onsite Sales Table Bookings Jen Burrows gcsbs.sales@gmail.com 

Onsite Sales Team Various member volunteers each month 
Barcodes: Silvia Nelson & Heather Condon 

Onsite Sales Support Rob Kelly & Graeme Synold 

Offsite Sales Coordinators Wendy Perske & Peter & Noreen Wright 

Kitchen Coordinator Suz Baker 

Librarian Tania Barter 

Raffle & Plant Minding Julie Burnett & Janette Fowler 

Plant Stewards Graeme Synold & Peter Wright 

Patron Bobby Powell 

Life Members Narelle Aizlewood, Wendy Hansen,  
Mary Nicholson & Neville Ryan 

 
 
 

 
Send your photographs for consideration for publication or even as the front cover 

feature! Articles for consideration for publication are also VERY welcome….email the 
Editor. 

 

Current Volunteers 
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President’s Page ……. 
 

 

And we are back in business! Almost completely.  
 We hope that we will be back at Helensvale Community Centre for our 22 May General Meeting – 

but we’ll send you an email confirming that as soon as the Gold Coast City Council have advised us 
that the renovations in the hall have been completed.  

 We are having sales tables, even though the numbers that we can have is reduced.  
 We have Guest Presenters generously giving their time and expertise to talk with us.  
 We have a Raffle each meeting with great plants as prizes.  
 We have the sales tables in shopping centres, and we are currently looking for more centres to have 

them in.  
 And we plenty of space at the Helensvale hall for you to come and chat with your friends and listen 

to presenters and still comply with the social distancing rules. 
We understand that you might not want to come back to our meetings for a variety of reasons, but we hope 
that you will do so very soon. Maybe you are still nervous about the possibility of contracting the virus. 
Maybe you have become used to not coming to meetings. Or maybe there are other reasons. 

We take great care to follow the rules set down by the Gold Coast City Council around safety of visitors at 
meetings – no kitchen service, sanitising on entry by visitors, sanitising of chairs and tables before using 
them, and signing in using the new Qld sign-in app (which works really well!). So please be reassured that 
those safety measures, plus the very low infection rate in Queensland, will keep you as safe as possible. 

I hope that you and your garden have recovered from any problems caused by the recent rains. I’ve checked 
my bromeliads every day or two to make sure that there is no rot in the centre caused by over-retention of 
water, and I’ve checked my succulents to make sure that they are still draining well. The cooler days and 
nights now have made it much more comfortable to be outside in the garden, so that is great! I do not 
function well in high heat and humidity, and I’m still waiting to win Gold Lotto so that I can move to 
Tasmania for the summer. 

We are very lucky to have our climate; we can have flowers of all sorts in the garden almost all year round. 
Some of my Pitcairnias have been flowering recently – mainly the red ones just now. They are a very easy 
genus to grow and flower – they must be like that for them to flourish in my garden! Mine grow happily in 
pots in vegetable boxes, with a pool of water in the bottom. They seem to like having access to that pool 
almost constantly, as they do not seem to get overwatered as some other genera might. They are not an 
exciting genus, looking as they do like various grasses, and they are not often seen on our sales tables, but 
they provide a nice contrast with the Neoregelias and Vrieseas. They clump very quickly, and their multiple 
inflorescences standing up above the leaves look great. And they grow to a variety of heights, from about 
30cm to 1 metre or so. I recently saw a photo of a Pitcairnia that was about 1.8 metres tall, but I don’t know 
if it is in Australia. 

Anyway, that is enough from me. I hope that I see you at future General Meetings. If we can help in any way 
to make it easier for you to come to the meeting, please let us know. We miss you! 

John Hodgkinson  
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May 2021 
 Thur 6th - GCSBS Committee meeting, Helensvale Community Centre, north 

meeting room, 9:30am. 
 Thur 6th /Fri 7th - GCSBS shopping centre Sale. Southport Shopping Centre. 
 Sat 22nd - GCSBS General meeting, Helensvale Community centre. 12 noon with 

Guest speaker Dale Dixon - Understanding plant names.              
 June 2021 

 Thur 3rd - GCSBS Committee meeting, Helensvale Community Centre, north 
meeting room, 9:30am. 

 Sat 12th / Sun 13th – CSSQ Cactus and Succulent show.  
 Sun 13th – BSQ Tillandsia Day. Kedron Wavell services club. Contact BSQ to book 

tickets numbers are limited. 
 Sat 26th - GCSBS General meeting, Helensvale Community centre, 12 noon with 

Guest speaker Rebekah Trevor - Bromeliads through Young Eyes.                                             
 
 
 
 

 

Happy Birthday to Bobby Powell.  
On the 31st of May, Bobby will turn 92. 

Bobby joined GCSBS in 1989 & has been a 
great supporter of our Society over many 
years. In 2016, Bobby was made a Patron 
of our Society.  We all wish you a Happy 

Birthday Bobby and hope you have a 
bromilliant 92nd birthday. 
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BUS TRIP - QLD GARDEN EXPO - NAMBOUR 
SATURDAY JULY 10TH 

 
 PICKUP & DROP OFF TIMES & LOCATIONS:  
 TUGUN AT 7AM , THEN 

 HELENSVALE 745AM & FINALLY SPRINGWOOD 815AM 
 (TIMES TO BE CONFIRMED - LEAVING NAMBOUR APPROX. 3PM) 

 CURRENT FINANCIAL GCSBS MEMBERS PAY ONLY $10 FOR THE 

BUS FARE AND EXPO ENTRY – NON-REFUNDABLE 
 NON-MEMBERS (MEMBER GUESTS) PAY $50 FOR THE BUS FARE 

& EXPO ENTRY - NON-REFUNDABLE 
 BOOK EARLY AS SEATS ARE LIMITED TO ONE COACH ONLY 
 BOOKINGS & ENQUIRIES: 
 CONTACT SHANE AT GCSBS.SECRETARY@GMAIL.COM 
 OR 0408 247208 OR THE NEXT MEETINGS 
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A few members and friends 
enthusiastically set up shop at 
the Carrara plant sale on the 
10th/11th of April. Opening 
morning saw a very long queue 
with eager plant buyers waiting 
to scoop the loot. Peter and 
Noreen Wright had the first 
table at the entrance and were 
swamped with buyers. Peter 
had to “mediate” between 2 buyers wanting the same plant, 
(always fun to watch). Phil Sargent had a bonza day with his 

crucifix orchids. Pink plants and Sansevieria seemed to be flavour of the day. All 
sellers were happy with the day taking home more money and less plants and all 
agreed it was a successful sale with little commitment.                        
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For a good majority of us east coast 

Aussies, we tend to miss out on all the 
riches in the west coast of Australia, 

and probably visa-versa. Unfortunately 
it’s not just down the road, then for us 
plant admirers there is the quarantine 

situation, more work more money. 
Lucky for us there is a man who has 

never worried about any such barriers. 
Vic Przetocki has given the Bromeliad 
world much joy and together with his 
abundant hybridizing work and clinical 
photography he has left and continues 
to leave a huge mark in the Bromeliad 

field. Vic has 1 of the best photo 
catalogues in the business, if you’re a 
Facebook user be sure to go and visit 

“Vics Broms”. In this Bromlink issue we 
have the great pleasure in celebrating 

Vic Przetocki.  

 
                                                                                                                                                                                      
I have always had a love for growing plants. In 1974 I left the Navy and in the same 
year met my wife Yvonne. We both liked the exotics such as Begonias, Peperomias, 
small palms and anything that had unusual leaf colours and shapes. In 1978 we 
bought our first Bromeliad being Billbergia nutans, we had never come across this 
type of plant before and thought it was quite unusual. We then started looking 
around for more but they were difficult to find especially variegates which were quite 
rare. 
To improve the collection I decided to import plants from Olwen Ferris, John and Val 
Sax, Bill Morris and Clyde Wasley. In later years quarantine regulations regarding the 
import of plants into WA encouraged me to grow Bromeliads from seed. 
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My first attempt at seed raising was in 1982, these were self-set seed from Billbergia 
Santa Barbara, I was hoping to get some variegated plants.  
Nothing remarkable happened and these were destroyed. The first hybrid I created 
was in 1983 crossing Aechmea Foster’s Favorite x Aechmea recurvata var. recurvata, 
two of which I registered, Ae. Dark Crystal and Ae. Black Opal. 
 

 
Over the years that followed I did about 12 crosses per year so that when the first lot 
of seedlings matured, thereafter I would have new batches of seedlings coming into 
flower each year. This continued to keep my interest in Bromeliads to the point where 
they have taken over most niches in the back yard. Currently the Bromeliad Cultivar 
Register has 612 listed hybrids of mine but I still have many more that will need to be 
registered. A secondary hobby created by Bromeliads was photography, I needed to 
keep good records of my hybrids which also required photos of each hybrid. Having 
accumulated a lot of photos I recently decided to create a book detailing all the 
hybrids that I have created, it may never get to print but I’m hoping one day it will. It’s 
turning into quite a task, about 200 A4 pages completed so far with 822 photos and 
more still to be added. 
For 20 plus years I served on committee of the Western Australian Bromeliad Society 
Inc. holding the position of President, Treasurer and Editor. My wife Yvonne held the 
position of President for 19 consecutive years, at this point we decided that it was 
time to retire from these commitments. 
Over the years Yvonne and I attended the Australian Conferences in Adelaide, 
Brisbane, Cairns and Melbourne, we were involved in organizing the 9th Australian 
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Bromeliad Conference held in Perth in 1997 at which I also had the privilege of being 
a speaker. I also presented a talk at the World Bromeliad Conference held in Cairns in 
2008 and did a presentation for the Victorian Bromeliad Society several years ago for 
their 50th Anniversary. My Bromeliad collection has been featured on Gardening 
Australia several times with the last one being called “My Garden Path” Series 27 
episode 08 which aired in April 2016, 
https://www.abc.net.au/gardening/factsheets/my-garden-path---viktor-
przetocki/9437582 
I have met many wonderful people and had some great experiences during these 
years but I don’t think that my Bromeliad journey is over yet. My hybridizing days may 
be coming to an end but there are always others that want to try and create 
something different. I like to think that only the best of my creations have been 
released to the public with the not so good ones being destroyed. I encourage 
hybridizers to always register their creations, it’s a permanent and accurate photo 
record in a central data base that everyone can access to verify whether their plant 
has the correct name on it. 
Bromeliads have come a long way since I collected my first Bromeliad in 1978, I envy 
growers that have such a good choice of what is available today in Australia. It will 
only get better. 
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A good mate Paul Borland and I started growing Dyckia over 15 years ago and at that 
time we bought everything we could. Like most enthusiasts at times paying way too 
much for some and then at times getting a bargain as well. Paul done the research 
and rang around talking to growers like Bob Paulsen and gaining knowledge and 
adding to the collection. Before long we had gained a rather substantial collection 
and a reasonable base knowledge of what these different bromeliads liked. From 
there we developed further, listening to other people along the way most notably the 
late John Catlin who was always happy to share his talent for hybridising and selecting 
bromeliads. 
So taking into account what we learnt we 
decided to try our first hybrid and Paul set 
to creating Platinum Tracker, a cross 
between platyphylla seed parent and Black 
Tracker pollen parent. 
Several years on Paul and I are still doing 
hybrids and collaborating although not both 
on the Gold Coast anymore as I have moved 
out to the town of Clifton on the Darling 
Downs where my wife Tracey and I continue 
our work on Dyckia.  

 
Potting Medium 
Dyckia require a reasonably free draining 
medium. Paul and I use a slightly different mix mainly due to accessibility of the 
amounts we need of each ingredient. My mix is made up of Searles Cacti and 
Succulent Mix 1part, Fine Scoria 1part, 2-5ml Zeolite 1part 1-3ml Zeolite 1part and a 
small amount of perlite. When I pot up I ad quarter of a teaspoon of Osmocote Rose 
and Azalea controlled release fertiliser around the top of the pot before top dressing 
with either 1-3ml or 2-5ml Zeolite depending on the size of the Dyckia and the pot. 
I recommend using a size bigger pot than you think you need even 2 sizes bigger, why 
you ask, because you do not want to have to repot these spikey things too often if 
you can help it for one and they grow reasonably quick and have decent size root 
zones. Once the foliage grows over the outer edges of the pot it is very hard to get 
water into the pot and they can dehydrate and stress.  
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Watering 
During spring and summer Dyckia require watering every 2nd day in drier climates like 
where I am inland, if you are closer to the coast and in a more humid environment 
every 3rd day will do. During autumn and winter you will get away with watering once 
a week although twice will not hurt.  
In their natural habitat most go through rather extremes long dry spells followed by 
monsoonal rains. 
Tracey and I have formed our own little business www.downsdyckia.com suppling 
Dyckia to some nurseries in the region and selling online as well. We have had 14 
hybrids registered with the BCR over the past 3 years and have some very interesting 
new prospects in the pipeline. We are always trying to improve on what we have 
All our new release hybrids are first released at the Toowoomba and Districts 
Bromeliad and Succulent Society Show and Sales which is at the Sacred Heart School 
during the Toowoomba Carnival of Flowers in September. 
BCR Regd Hybrids 
Clifton Ice, Clifton Frost, Clifton Snow, Clifton Sunset, Clifton Tiger, Frosty Sheba, 
Treesaregreen, Spunkbubble, Spunkbubblette, Spunky, Jono and Tight Tracker. 
    

 
 

Dyckia Spunky 
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Top - Dyckia Frosty 
Sheeba 
 
Mid right – Dyckia 
Clifton Frost 
 
Bottom - Dyckia 
globemaster x gigantor 
 
Mid Left – Dyckia 
Clifton Snow 
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A Moment with...    
Graeme Synold      
Graeme has been an active member in our society for 
many years. Every month Graeme is one of the first to 
arrive, and one of the last to leave. From setting up 
tables and chairs, getting equipment out and then 
packed away, door security and plant steward duties. 
Our meetings would not be possible without people like 
Graeme. Next time you see Graeme, go up and say Hi 
and thanks. I bet it puts a smile on his face 
 
 
1 How did you get started growing? 
So, the story goes that I planted my first vegetable garden 
at 3 which drove my parent’s crazy. First because I’d get so 
upset if something died and second because it drove 
them broke having to replace the plants that died before I found out. They were glad 
when I grew out of this stage. By 14 I started growing orchids and still grow the first 
orchid I ever bought, a cymbidium. Plants continued to follow me wherever I was, 
always growing something, usually from seed that I had collected from around the 
traps. Circumstances brought me to Northern NSW about 20 odd years ago and I 
landed on a property with two large shade houses and my plant collection. Some 
friends suggested I should grow bromeliad seed and from there the addiction started. 
 
2 How do you grow or display plants? 
Now growing from seed always has its challenges mainly space. Where do I put these 
hundred or so plants that will take 5 upward years to grow of which I’ll probably only 
keep 3 or 4. So two shade houses became 4 then a seedling house then the garden 
gets filled with excess plants and before you know it you’re feeding the neighbours 
cows with bromeliads. Culling is critical even though it’s heartbreaking to throw out 
what seems to be a perfectly good plant. My favourite plant to hybridise has been 
Vriesea. I’m hooked on the patterns and leaf structure. Lately I’ve been doing more 
Neoregelia and Aechmea chantinii, and how do you not do Billbergia. The society has 
taught me a lot and has expanded a love of succulents so I recently hybridised a range 
of coloured Aloe. These are easy to work with and grow quickly so give them a go if 
you get the chance. 
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3 Favourite plant? 
I hate picking favourites. I can’t have jealousy in the shade house. 
At the moment a couple of black Vriesea are a real standout and a cross of a complex 
Vriesea Forest hybrid I call Snowday has managed to grow almost 2 metres wide and 
tall with a full snowy white top ,really impressive. Of course the new variegated 
Vriesea are to die for and I will need them all. 
 
4 What do you wish you knew when you first started growing? 
I wish I knew how addictive these plants can be, I would have stuck to gummy bears. 
Plants are a journey and l love sharing the experience with people. Every time I go to 
a society meeting I always pick up something I didn’t know or share something I do. 
Always be prepared to broaden your knowledge and don’t be afraid to ask for advice. 
 
5 Best piece of advice you have been given either in life, or to do with your plants?  
In life don’t be shallow. 
Plants...if you find a seed grow it. If it turns out no good kill it. 
 
6 Surprise fact about me 
I lived to see my sixties       
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The first time I saw a plant of Aechmea chantinii I just had to have those stripes, and 
the more ridiculously stripy the better!  I bought a few and they were grown in a 
shade house with a polycarbonate roof, good light and free air circulation so that 
temperatures were similar to outside except a little warmer on sunny days.  I live in 
near-coastal Sydney, well outside the tropical conditions that are natural for A. 
chantinii and unfortunately a couple of different clones lost half a length or more 
from many leaves each winter, a couple were not so bad but still ended up with 
major, unsightly marks and a couple of others had minor marks. Early stage pups 
heading into winter often aborted or remained weak and some flower spikes were 
weak as well. Although the initial results were pretty disappointing, that large 
variation in cold tolerance begged a question.  If I crossed a couple of the more cold-
tolerant clones, would I end up with some of the seedlings noticeably more cold-
tolerant than their parents, with minimal or no cold damage plus more vigorous 
growth, pup production and flower spikes through my winter, as well as the super 
stripes? This certainly wasn't a new idea and I knew that people like Peter Tristram, 
Olive Trevor and others had grown and distributed locally-adapted A. chantinii 
seedlings for years before, but maybe I had the opportunity to continue the work in 
more temperate conditions and take it a bit further.   
 
Since then I’ve made 3 batches of crosses several years apart using the more cold-
tolerant plants I’d bought.  For all three batches I crossed quite a few flowers, 
germinated a lot of seed and potted up a couple of hundred of the more robust 
seedlings into 50mm tubes to start growing them through in the same shade house.  I 
wanted to select as much as possible for increased cold tolerance, so they were 
watered heavily all through winter at least once per week in the evening, regardless 
of cold or cloudy weather, and every seedling that showed any sign of cold damage 
was binned.  That was continued through the first two winters, then the best of the 
ones remaining were put out in the yard under shade in spring and grown there until 
after the next winter, again with any obviously damaged ones binned.  Tough love! 
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From the first cross of Matts Black x Original Black I ended up with twenty or so neat 
looking seedlings at around 25-30cm high but virtually none of them progressed 
much further even though Matt’s Black was a very vigorous plant for me, so after a 
promising start that was very disappointing and I binned all except one to keep as a 
reference.  Luckily the second batch fared a lot better! Around 50 came through the 
first two winters in the shade house looking great.  Thirty or so went to a couple of 
mates, leaving me with twenty from which I have kept eight that have grown and 
pupped vigorously through winter to flowering at a good size, most of them out in 
the yard under shade cloth getting the full brunt of the weather.  Pics of these plants 
('OB'- x RM') show older leaves a bit strappy because I was pushing the growth with 
plenty of fertiliser in the shade house.  However, with reduced fertiliser in the shade 

Pictured above : 
Left - Ae. Matts Black (unreg.) 
Right – Ae. Original Black (unreg.) 

 
Pictured right front – 

Ae. Original Black x Ae. Roberto 
Menescal 
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house or brighter light out in the yard under 70% beige shade cloth, later growth has 
been nice and chunky but still vigorous and without the faults (older leaves rolling 
into a lengthwise tube and weak flower spike) of the super-striped Original Black 
parent.  So, finally, exactly the results I was after!   
I'll certainly do crosses between some of these seedlings to see if I can take them 
further, plus I have the third batch seedlings 'OB'-'BB' and 'RM'-'BB' out in the yard 
since last spring.   These have not been as robust as the 'OB'-'RM' batch, but eighteen 
have made it this far and I'm hoping for at least another couple of good ones to keep 
after next winter exposed to the elements. 

So, what has come out of this?  1. There are big differences in the ability of different 
clones of A. chantinii to tolerate cold, even among seedlings from a cross between 
relatively cold-tolerant parents.  2.  A cross can contain a percentage of seedlings that 
are more cold-tolerant than both of their parents.  3.  This result depends heavily on 
the particular combination of parents.  Even though the parents might be relatively 
cold-tolerant themselves, their offspring might not be a success, as in the first cross.  
Taking those things into account, the opportunity is there, but you won't know until 
you try! 
 

A couple of other things have come out of this as well.  These plants do best through 
winter for me if they are well up off the ground to avoid pooling of the coldest air at 
night.  Also, if they get as much bright filtered light as possible all the way through 
winter, they get warmed up nicely whenever there is sunshine and this seems to 
make them much able to resist the cold nights.  They also love a bit of fertiliser.  They 
are much tougher and have better colour with a good feed, but like a lot of other 
broms they will get a bit green and strappy with feeding if the light is not bright 
enough.  As always, testing in your own conditions is the key.  
 

Also, I don't get frosts.  My coldest nights rarely go down to 3-4 degrees C, with 6-10 
degrees overnight being typical through winter.  For those people who get frosts, I 
suspect these factors would be even more important.  Maybe that will be the next 
step, for someone to use some clones selected like this to see just how much further 
they can take them in a place with a bit of frost?  It would be very interesting to see 
the results. 
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Left :  Ae. Original 
Black x Ae. Roberto 
Menescal.  Centre 
right and top left 
are Ae. zebrina x 
chantinii  
 

 

 

 

Below : assortment 
of Ae. Original 

Black x Ae. Best 
Black  and Ae. 

Roberto Menescal 
x Ae. Best black 
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Euphorbia was first described by Carl Linnaeus in 1753, the genus was named after 
the Greek Euphorbos, who was personal physician to King Juba 2nd of Numidia, who 
in 12 BC described a cactus like plant now known as Euphorbia obtusifolia ssp. regis-
jubae as having powerful laxative qualities. The common name for Euphorbia is 
spurge which is derived from the middle ages English/French word espurge meaning 
a purgative. 
Euphorbia is one of 300 genera within the family Euphorbiaceae. They are one of the 
largest genus of flowering plants having over 2000 identified species and are found 
all over the world, they range from small annual/perennials to large towering trees. 
However the succulent species we associate with as collectors originate mostly from 
Africa, the Americas, and Madagascar.  

E. reflexum with E. nivulia in background 
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E. knuthii 
                                                                                               

            E. Cap-saintemariensis                                                          E. tortillis 
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E. polygona 
 
The plants share the feature of having a poisonous, milky, white, latex-like sap, and 
unusual and unique floral structures. These structures when viewed as a whole 
appear to be single flowers but are in fact a structure called a cyathium in which the 
components are reduced to the bare minimum parts needed for sexual reproduction, 
male parts to the stamen, female parts to the pistil, with no sepals, petals or any 
other components of other flower structures. Structures that support these flower 
heads have evolved to attract pollinators with nectar glands and a variety of shapes 
and colours, such as the bracts on poinsettias (E. pulcherrima). It is also the only 
genus of plants which has all 3 kinds of photosynthesis CAM, C3 and C4. 

The sap has evolved as a deterrent to herbivores and is under pressure so that the 
slightest cut will leak and congeal within minutes of exposure to air. It also contains 
an irritant in varying amounts called diterpenes, which cause an inflammatory 
response on the skin and mucous membranes and even blindness if left untreated in 
eye contact. 
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Some Euphorbia are confused with 
cacti due to the presence of thorns, 
these are not the same as cactus 
spines, spines are a sharp pointed 
structure that are a modified leaf 
structure evolved to minimize water 
loss and deter predation. Thorns are a 
pointed woody protuberance with 
vascular structure deep seated in the 
branch or trunk, and their similarity to 
cacti is attributed to a process called 
convergent evolution by which 
organisms unrelated have evolved 
similar features to cope with similar 
problems. 

                               E. horrida 

Many of these plants are used as garden ornamentals such as poinsettia and crown 
of thorns (E. millii), most are easily propagated by seed or cuttings, and are relatively 
untroubled by pests due to their poisonous nature however, some species of moth 
and butterfly have adapted to use certain species as food plants in their larval stage. 

Up until relatively recently Euphorbia have been 
placed in the genus by morphology (physical 
structures) based on the presence of a cyathium. 
Over the last 20 years DNA testing of around 10% of 
the genus has shown this to be consistently correct 
and has led to the incorporation of other genera such 
as Monadenium, Pedilanthus (Zig Zag plant) and 
poinsettia into the genus. 

Photos supplied are all part of my personal collection. 
My wife and I have collected cacti, succulents and 
bromeliads over the last 20 years and we have only 
joined and participated in garden clubs for the        
last 2-3 years.                                                                             E. ammak (variegated form)       
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Some lovely plants finding the tables the last two months and it 

seems to be populating. The bottom 4 pictures were our 1st 
place March/April winners. We must give a mention to Pat 
MaCrae for tabling the very tall and yet identified unknown 

Aechmea. It certainly held some conversation and we can’t wait 
for a flowering return one day Pat. 

            
                                   
 
             
 
 

 

                         

 March 2021 
 Succulent 
1st Euphorbia lacteal variegated - Gavin Braden 
2nd Mammillaria plumosa – Peter Wright 
3rd Euphorbia ritchiei – Gavin Braden 
 Bromeliad 
1st Neoregelia Bahia Fire Opal – Rob and Rosie Kelly 
2nd Tillandsia gardneri – Greg Aizelwood 
3rd Tillandsia secunda – David Schubert 
 April 2021 
 Succulent 
1st Haworthia cooperi ssp obtusa - Gavin Braden 
2nd Senecio vitalis crested mermaid – Alfonso & Gilda Trudu 
3rd Albuca spiralis – Gavin Braden 
 Bromeliad 
1st Cryptanthus Bonnie – Jen Burrows 
2nd Lemeltonia narthecioides – Greg & Narelle Aizelwood 
2nd Nidularium Bahia variegated – Rob & Rosie Kelly 
2nd ??? Aechmea orlandiana aff – Pat Macrae 
3rd Tillandsia vicentina – Alfonso & Gilda Trudu 
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SPIKEY TIPS 
With all the folk that gather round the POND, 
we are sure to find you the answer and this 
issue we spared no expense and reached far 
across the planet. A little competition, a new 
format 
A big Thank you to Lisa Vinzant for taking the 
time to answer these spikey tips and 
congratulations to our winner Karen Withers. If 
you have a question you would like an answer 
too on email us at gcsbs.bromlink@gmail.com  
 

Dear Pond, 
I’ve got extra plants and am thinking of attaching them to some trees. What do I use to 
do this, Regards 
Poison Ivy. 
Dear Poison, 
Extra plants are always good and attaching them to trees is a great way to enhance 
your garden. Remember, they need to be attached tightly to the branch, upright, with 
the point of root growth snug against the branch. They shouldn’t move before they 
attach themselves. A number of ways this can be done is by using plastic coated wire, 
zip locks, or U hooks. If you’re using U hook make sure to soak them in some vinegar 
for a few days before hand. You can also glue them using a not to toxic silicone. Shelley’s 
All Clear should be fine. Once they’ve attached themselves with new root growth you 
can remove any unsightly material that you have attached them with. Now remember 
always have someone hold that ladder steady Poison if your aiming for height.                                
 
Question What characteristics makes a plant worthy of hybridising, whether it be a 
species or a hybrid.  
Karen Withers 
Answer - There are several approaches, or perhaps I should say several phases to 
the process.  When first starting out, the impulse is to ask yourself "What would I get 
if I crossed plant A with plant B?"  No plan, just simple curiosity.  I'm not knocking 
these early mad scientist experiments, they form an essential part of the learning 
process, just don't get too attached to the results.  You will quickly learn that very 
few of them are going to be worth keeping. As you begin to get a feel for the process 
and learn which traits tend to get passed on by which parents, you will naturally start 
to develop favourites.  The question may then shift to "What can I combine with 
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plant A that will enhance its strong points, rather than cancelling them out?"  This is 
the point where the BCR can be a very useful tool. You can use the advanced search 
function to look up every registered hybrid that has been made using a particular 
species or cultivar, and study the commonalities, as well as the range of possibilities 
with different pairings. This will save you the time and trouble of having to do the 
crosses yourself. Keep in mind, of course, that you are only seeing the tiny 
percentage of decent ones, not all of the culls.  
Eventually you will get to the point where the question becomes "What do I want to 
create, and which plants can I use to best achieve that goal?"  Also "What can I do 
that hasn't been done before?"  You may have by this time developed some of your 
own hybrids that you want to build on, or have access to some species that has never 
been used before.  Clearly you're in uncharted territory with these, so in a way, it's 
back to the mad scientist experiments, but with more practical knowledge behind 
them now.  
One of my goals when I first started playing around with Neos was to combine leaf 
zonation with cup colour.  In retrospect, I got very lucky on my first attempt with 
Blushing Tiger, and I may have gotten an unrealistic sense of how easy it would be to 
build on it.  BT as a parent has turned out to have certain drawbacks.  One is that it is 
a self-pollinator, which makes it only useful as a pollen parent.  Another is that it 
tends to pass on skinny, strappy leaves.  So for those reasons, I eventually stopped 
trying to use it, and turned instead to Screaming Tiger, which has similar traits 
without the drawbacks.  These are the types of things you have to consider.  
Some varieties will set seed better than others, whereas others will be more effective 
as pollen parents. If there is a size disparity, the smaller flower will usually accept 
pollen of the larger one better than the other way around.  
Then there are dominant and recessive traits, which you come to learn by trial and 
error.  For example, if you want long stolons, and you think Neo. pauciflora would be 
a good way to get there, think again.  Most of the time those stolons all but 
disappear in a cross, as does the scurfy coating-- in fact it often contributes a high 
gloss to the mix.  So it is a worthy subject, just not for the reasons you might think.  
Just because a species hasn't been used doesn't necessarily make it a worthy 
candidate.  Years ago Harry Luther was kind enough to share with me some Neo 
species from the Selby collection.  One of them was N. kerryi, which he told me that 
he had always thought had great potential for hybridizing.  I've never been able to 
figure out what he meant by that.  It just doesn't speak to me, but that doesn't mean 
it might not be someone else's perfect inspiration! 
Regards, 
Lisa Vinzant 
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Neoregelia guttata Leme, a delightful Brazilian species.  
by Geoff Lawn, BSI Cultivar Registrar  
Sometimes new bromeliad species enter horticulture and get established in the 
nursery trade long before they get botanically-described and consequently they 
acquire several nicknames or tentative, amateur I.D. Such was the early history in the 
1970s of Neoregelia guttata which after being wild-collected by locals and tourists 
was originally named N. ‘Freckles’ but later thought to be a form of N. tristis or even 
N. tristis var. maculata, both names which were never botanically-described to 
include this taxon. .  
In 2000 the Brazilian botanist Elton Leme and 5 botanist colleagues re-discovered this 
epiphytic species in habitat in the upper canopy within the Atlantic Forest near Santa 
Teresa, State of Espirito Santo, Brazil. After careful studies comparing with known 
Neoregelia species at the time, Leme declared that it was new to science and 
described it as N. guttata. This formal botanical recognition negates the validity of 
previous cultivar names representing the same taxon, as species names have priority 
over cultivar names, under I.C.N. and I.C.N.C. P. Rules, regardless of which name was 
published first.  
Neoregelia guttata is reasonably hardy and adaptable, best described as medium 
midi-sized, usually 20-25cm. diameter with a large bulbous base. It needs strong light 
to live up to its name “guttata” which means spotted / speckled, referring to its 
intense wine red to dark purple spots/ freckles all over the foliage but more 
pronounced on the obverse side to the effect that the relatively-broad leaves appear 
to have almost black, central, longitudinal stripes but with contrasting green edges 
and white tips. In a mixed collection dominated by hybrids, it remains a fairly 
distinctive, attractive pure species.       
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The aims of the society are:  
 
(A)   To stimulate interest in the conservation, and to promote the culture and development 
of succulents and bromeliads.  
 
(B)  To acquire and disseminate information regarding these plants and to encourage their 
production and propagation. 
 
(C)  To ban totally from our collection any such plants which become noxious. 
 
(D)  To enlighten members and the public on the dangers of cultivating certain noxious 
species. 
 
(E)  To give exhibitions, arrange field days, and other events, and to make such publications 
as are deemed desirable. 
 
(F)  To associate, affiliate or otherwise join or connect ourselves with similar bodies or 
societies. 
 
(G)  To make seeds and plants available to members under the control of the Society. 
 
(H)  To foster family membership and members. 
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